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To all whom it indy concem:
Be it known tha1i>Ij HeNry C. Fat, of Lan- ^

caster, in the countiy of Worieester and State

of Massachusetts, have invented a new and
useful improvement in the Construction of

Fire-Arms and Ordnance, which is described

as follows, reference beiiig had to the annexed

drawings of the same, making part of this

specification.

Figure 1 representsa vieyr of a pistol cocked

and ready to be discharged, in which A is the

barrel; B, knobs or trunnions on which the

barrel turns for throwing up the breech to re-

ceive the cliarge, and for cocking the gun, said

knobs or trunnions projecting from the side

of the barrel and turning in round apertures

in the ends of the si^ie plates of the stock; C,

the stock or handle, jnade of aeparate metallic

plates, or of metallic plates and partly cov-

ered with wood; D, the trigger; E, the catch

for securing the barrel when in its seat; F,

sight on the catch, by which to take aim, used

also as a handle for disengaging the catch from

the barrel; G, pivot of the hammer; p, pivot

of the catch.

Fig. 2 is a view of the inside of the stock,

one of the side plates being removed, showing

the several partsofthe secret lock hereinafter

described. H is .the side, plate of tlie stock

removed; I," opposite side plate in its place;

J, rim placed between the plates, which is to

be of sufficient depth to allow,of the requisite

chamber being formed between the plates at

the wrist to receive the lock, and is continued

on the under side as far as the j&int, and on

the upper side as far aS the sight; I, partition

to prevent pieces of the cfep and the smoke
from the vent entering the chamber contain-

ing the lock; m, notch or aperture in the par-

tition to admit the end of the hammer to pass

dn striking the cap; K, the hammer,^ turning

on a pivot, G, having a notch, n, in the edge

toward the barrel to receive the end of the

piston; M, mainspring for driving the ham-
mel-; S, notch in the hatiituer to receive the

end of the dog to cock it ; : C| the dog, turning

on a pivot, P; "Q; spring for pressing the dog

into the notch N of the hammer; E, a lever

(represented by jotted lines) extending from

the trigger to the dog for raising it from the

notch of the hammer; S, fulcrum of the lever;

T, the trigger thrown out from a recess on the

under side of the barrel ready to be drawn

toward the breech for firing; U, pivot of the

trigger, which also serves as the pivot of the

piston; V, enlarged end of the trigger for

bearing upon one end of the lever, and de-

pressing the other end upon the dog for dis-

engaging it from the'hammer; W, slide or pis-

ton for cocking the hammer, attached to the

barrel bythe same pivot which passes through

the trigger, said slide moving horizontally in

grooves in the side plates of the stock, and

bearing back the hammer to be cocked, the

other end of the piston passing into the notch

in the side of the hammer; X, one of the pins

in the slide of the piston sliding in the groove

in one of the side plates; Z> spring for bear-

ing up the catch over the end of the barrel to

secjireJt, the sight on the catch, answering as
,

a handle by which to disengage the end of the

barrel when to be raised for a new charge.

Fig. 3 is a section of the barrel; a, the bore;

6, part of the bore enlarged to receive the

chamber containing the charge; C, end of the

shifting-chamber restirig'firmly against a seat,

I <Z, formed in the stock to prevent a recoil of

i the shifting-chamber; e; cbne or nipple over
' which the percussion-cap or priming is put,

screwed into the end of the chamber from the

inside;/, shoulder on the chamber; g, end of

the chamber beveled or chamfered.

Fig. 4 is the breech of the barrel, thrown up
in a position to receive the charge.

oFig. 5'represents a section of a musket in

which the lever is omitted, and the trigger an-

swers the purpose of a dog. A is the trigger

and dog united; B, spring of the dog; C, ham-

mer: D, mainspring; E, piston contiected to

the barrel and entering a notch, F, in the ham-

mer.
, . . 1

Operation: To cock and charge the pistol,

the spring-catch is pressed down, which dis-

engages itfrom the breech. The barrel is then

turned on the knobs, which raises the breech

to receive the charge and depresses the muz-

zle at the same time and by the same move-

ment. The barrel, acting as a lever, cocks the

hammerby pushing back the jpiston attached to

the under side of it against the hammer, which

it moves back toward the rear of the stock, at

the sa^ie time contracting the mainspring un-

til the hammer arrives at a certain point, when
the dog is pressed by its spring into the notch
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near the lower end of the hammer, and thus
cocks it. The metallic charge chamber or
tube, ready charged and capped, is taken from
the cartridge-box, (which contains any reqni^
site number,) and is inserted into the breech
of the barrel. The barrel is then brought
down CO its proper position for firing, and se-
cured by the spring-catch, which slips over
It, when it is ready to be discharged. The
trigger attached to the barrel bythe same pin
that secures theend ofthepiston, being thrown
out by the movement of the barrel, is pulled
in the usual manner. This raises one end of the
lever and depresses the other upon the lono-
end of the dog, which it also depresses, while
at the sanie time it raises the short end' out of
the notch of the hammer, and thus liberates
It, when the hammer is driven by the main^
spring against the percussion-cap, and the dis-
charge takes place. In firing cannon or large
fire-arms, instead of moving the barrel, the
stock is depressed.

'

Tlie invention claimed fbv the subscriber
and which is desired to besecured'by Letters
Patent, consists in

—

Cocking the hammer simultaneously with
raising the breech to i nsert the charge by means
of the piston attached to the underside of the
barrel receiving a horizontal movement from
the depression of the muzzle, the barrel acting
as a lever in pushing back the hammer and

contracting the mainspring; also, in screwing
the cone or nipple into the end of the cham-
ber or charging-tube from the inside instead
ol screwing It from the outside into the top or
side, by which it is entirely concealed, and
also protected from the weather and made
strong and secure, the explosion of the per-
cussion-cap being within the chamber of the
stock, by which means the person who fires
the piece is not incommoded by any flyino- par-
ticle of cap, nor by smoke from the vent at
the moment of discharge; also, the lever B,
extending from the trigger to the dog, in com-
bination with the sliding piston; likewise the
spring-catch E, for securing the breech of
the barrel m its seat as located, in the manner
represented in the drawings, and which may
be made with or without a sight.
The principle of turning the barrel of fire-

arms on trunnions, however, is not claimed,
as ordnance has long been thus turned, nor
IS the method of charging at the breech, as
this has long been known. Neither does he
intend to claim the coNnbined operation of
throwing up the breech from the stock and
charging with a metallic tube.

HEJSTEY C. FAY.
Witnesses:/

Wm. p. Elliot,
S. A. Elliot.


